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I r= 2L. (7) 
Equation (7) shows that between the L-integral and the Bueckner 
work conj ugate integral there is a simple but inherent re lationship. 
We need not to know the obvious function expressions of com-
plex potentials for the crack beforehand. but the traction-free con-
d itions must be satis fi ed. 
If there are two displacement-stress fields. namely. u1 • u ,1 and 
u i i 1111 . h B .. . 1 h h . 11 1 , u ;1 , us111g t e ett1 s rec1proca t eorem to t e region 
bounded by crack borders, one can divide the conto ur C into CL . 
CR and C + . C _ . where CL . CR are circ les around the left and the 
right crack tips and C _ , C _ are the straight line a long the upper 
and lower crack faces , respectively. Because the stresses are free 
on the crack faces, then I r= ICL + IcR · In this case. if integrals 
I CL and I CR can be evaluated for some displacement-stress fie lds, 
then the path-independent integral Ir can a lso be defined and 
evaluated. If the displacement-stress fields are de fined by Eqs. (3) 
and (4) , we can deduce the following relationship between the 
L-integral and the stress intensity factors: 
3( K- l )a 
L= - 4µ ( K 1LK 2L + K1 RK2R) (8) 
where KL= K 1L+ i Kn . KR=K 1R+ iK2R are stress intensity fac-
tors at the left and the right crack tips, respectively. Kand µ are 
elastic constants. 
3 Discussion 
The complex potentials of the center crack, q:; 1(.::) , w 1(.::). 
c,c 2(z), w 2(: ), were obtained by Chen and Shi [3] by using the 
same method obtained the e igenfunction expansion form by Rice 
[ 4] in inte rfacial cracks for dissimilar material. The stress and 
displacement fie lds that are obtained from these,complex poten-
ti als sati sfy the trac ti on-free conditions on the crack faces and the 
continuous condition along the entire interface. 
A supplementa l displacement-stres field defined by the 
complex potentials rp1/1 l (z).w\11 l(z) .q;~11l( :).w~11' is intro-
duced. The relations be tween q//l'(z).w11111(z).<p~111(.::). wiil • 
and q:; 1(:), w 1(z) . <p2(z) .w2(.::) are analogous to Eq. (4). 
In a simi lar manner, the d isplacement and stress of the (//) field 
are presented in Eq. (5). They satisfy the trac tion-free conditions 
on the crack faces a lso. The corresponding displacement and 
stress components will be substituted into Eq. (6). Note that the 
curve r can be divided into two sections: curve r 1 of the upper 
plane and the curve f 2 of the below plane. The deduc tions o f Eqs. 
(6) to (7) relate to the equilibrium equations in plane problems 
and trac tion-free conditions only, but don ' t involve the mate ria l 
parameter. The process is the same as the above homogeneous 
isotropic material. Fina ll y. we still obtain Eq . (7) in the interface 
crack. that is Ir= 2L. 
Between L-integral and stress intensity factors there is the fol-
lowing re lation: 
(
1 
K i - I K2- I ) 3( K 1LK2L + K 1RK2R) 
L = - - - +-- a 
·. µ 1 µ 2 . 8 cosh-( m ;) 
(9) 
where e is .. oscillation index .. and KL= K 1L+ iKn. KR= K1R 
+ i K l R are complex stress intensity factors at the le ft and the right 
crack-tips, respectively. They cannot be separated into the pure I 
model and II model; K 1 .µ 1 and K 2 .µ 1 stand for the materia l 
parameters of the upper and lower plane. 
For anisotropy mate rial, the Lekhenitski complex potentia l 
theory needs to be used ([5]). According to the need of the Bueck-
ner work conjugate integral, the subsidiary stress-displaceme nt 
fie lds, which represents (/!) field , are 
'PUl)(.::1) = -i.::1q; '(.::1) 
The stress fi e lds caused by Eq. ( 10) sati sfy the traction-free 
conditions. The re lation between the(/!) field and a physical stress 
field are analogous to Eq. (5). 
By proceeding in the same manner as the isotropic case from 
Eq. (6) to Eq. (7). we draw a conclusion Ir= 2 L . 
It can be seen that a simple but inherent re lation between the 
L-integral and the Bueckner work conjugate integra l is right all 
along. although the characteri stic of materi al is more complex 
than isotropic and the complex potentia ls in these two cases are 
more diffe rent wi th in isotropic. 
4 Conclusions 
Using the Bueckner work conjugate integral through introduc-
ing a special subsidiary stress-displacement fie ld, one can render 
the L-integral. The re lation between L-integral and the Bueckner 
work conjugate integral seems independent of the stress oscilla-
tory singularities on the interface crack tips and the e igenroot in 
the anisotropy. It is found that the L-integral. from the mathemati-
cal point of view as well as in principle. is arising from the Beni·s 
reciprocal theorem. Thi s means that the Bueckner work conjugate 
integral is a more general path-independent integral than others 
are. Using the Bueckner integral through choosing a different sub-
sidiary stress-displacement fie ld could render any other path-
independent integrals. 
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1 Summary 
In this note we deri ve an expression for the ''dri\' ing trac tion.,. 
or Eshelby force {[ I ]). acting on a propagating interface in a con-
tinuum. The interfaces that we have in mind might represent. for 
example, a shock wave or a boundary between two phases o f a 
material, and the thermomechanical processes which the con-
tinuum is permitted to undergo may or may not be adiabatic. From 
the perspective o f irreversible the rmodynamics. the driving trac-
tion corresponds to a " thermodynamic affi nity .. : see. for ex-
ample, [2- 4]. It plays a centra l role in modeling the kine tics of 
phase tran. formations by characterizing the rate of propagation of 
phase boundaries (e.g .. see [5- 8]). 
The derivation sketched below makes no assumptions about the 
constitut ive law for the continuum under consideration. When 
specia lized to a thermoelas tic material. the expression for the driv-
ing trac tion obtained here has certain similari_ties wi th the Leg-
endre transform of the Helmho ltz free-energy i/J(FJJ) with respect 
to both the deformation gradient tensor F and the temperature 8. 
as well as with the Legendre transform of the inte rnal energy 
e(F. TJ) with respect to F and the specific entropy TJ. 
The result deri ved here generalizes an earlier one which had 
been establ ished for non-adiabatic processes ([9. 10.5]). This 
forme r characte rization of dri ving trac tion was not valid in adia-
batic processes, and the refore did not. in particular. apply to shock 
waves in classical gas dynamics or to impact-i nduced rapidly 
moving phase boundaries in solids. A one-dimensional version o f 
the present result was obtained in [ I I]. 
2 Momentum and Energy 
Con ide r a body which occupie a region R in a reference con-
fig uration. Let x e R denote the position of a particle in this con-
figuration and let 1 denote time. Consider a thermomechanical 
process o f this body on some ti me inte rval [11 .1 2] which is char-
acterized by the motion y( x.1). body force per unit mass b(x.1). 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress O'(x,r). heat flux q(x.r), heat supply r( x.1) 
and internal energy per unit ma. s i::( x,r). Suppose that during this 
process y is continuous with piecewise conti nuous first and sec-
ond derivatives on R X [1 1 .r2]: b(-.t) and r(-.t) are continuous 
on R: O'( · .t) and q ( · . t ) are piecewise continuous with piecewise 
continuous gradient on R: and e is piecewise continuous wi th 
piecewise continuous first deri vatives on R X [ t 1 .r 2]. During this 
proce s. the usual balance law of linear and angular momentum 
and the fi rst law of thermodynamics require that for any subregion 
D. 
J cm dA+ J pb dV = : J pv dV. ,;o D l D ( I ) 
J y X cm dA+ f y X pb dV = :!_ f y Xpv dV. ill D ~ D (2) 
d J I . 
= dt J2pv · v+ pe )dv. (3) 
Here v= j· denotes particle veloci ty. p(x ) is the mass density in the 
reference configurati on which is assumed to be continuous on R. 
and n is a unit outward normal vector on aD. 
At a point in R at which the fields are smooth the balance laws 
( I )-(3) yie ld the usual fie ld equations 
Div u + p b = pv. 
uFT= FuT, 
u · F + Di v q + pr = pt . 
where F = Grad y is the deformation gradient tensor. 
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(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
!\ext. suppose that there is a surface S, in R such that the fields 
F . v, q . u and e suffer jump discontinuities across S, while being 
continuous on e ither side of it. Such a surface may represent, for 
example. the Lagrangian image of a shock wave or an interface 
separating two material phases. Let V,.""O denote the normal ve-
locity of propagation of this interface. We refer to the side into 
which V., points as the positive side of S,. For any fie ld quantity 
.J.. -
g(x.t) let g and g denote the limiting value · of g as a point on 
S, is approached from its positive and negative side. respectively. 
Then, we let [[g ]] and (g) denote the j ump and the average values 
of g on S, : 
[[g]]=g -g . (7) 
At a point on S, . the balance laws ( I )-(3) yie ld the usual jump 
conditions 
[[ cm]]+[[pv)JV,,=0. (8) 
[[ cm · v]]+ [[ pe + ~pv · vjj v11 +[[q · n]]=O. (9) 
The energy jump condition (9) can be written in the following 
a lternative form by maki ng use of (8) and [[v]J + V,.[[ Fn]]=O 
which follows from the continuity of the deformation (for alge-
braic details see. for example. [5]): 
([[pe ]] -( u )-[[F]]) V,.= -[[ q · n]]. (10) 
3 Rate of Entropy Production 
In order to address the second law of thermodynamics one must 
consider two additional fie lds. viz. the temperature 8( x,r ) and the 
entropy per unit mass T/(x,1) . Suppose that 8( · , r) is piecewise 
continuous with a piecewise continuous gradient on R. and that 'T/ 
is piecewise continuous with piecewise continuous first deriva-
tives on R X [r 1 hJ: 8 and T/ are pe rmitted to suffe r jump discon-
tinuities across S, . The rate of entropy production associated with 
a subregion D is defined by 
d J J q · n f pr f =- pTJdV- - dA - -dV, 
d I D ,10 8 D 8 
( 11) 
and the second law of thermodynamics requires that r""o for all 
regions D and a ll processes. When the region D inte rsects the 
• inte rface S , one can rewrite ( 11 ) in the form 
f = f { piJ - Div( ~)- pr}dv 
D . 8 8 
by carrying out a standard calculation: e.g. see page 11 6 of [12]. 
The first term in ( 12) represents the entropy production rate in the 
bulk o f the body and the second te rm is associated with the mov-
ing interface. Let r , denote the rate of entropy production due to 
the propagating surface: 
(13) 
One finds by usi ng ( 13) and ( I 0). that [, can be a lternatively 
expressed as 
r , = JJ [ ( ~) ([[pe]] -{ u )-[[ F]J) - [[p TJ]] l Vn 
+{q · n)[[ ~!!} dA . ( 14) 
Transactions of the ASME 
In an adiabatic process there is no heat transfer: q = O and r 
= 0. On the other hand if the process is not adiabatic. the typical 
heat conduct ion law. whatever it may be. involves Grad (} and 
the refore the partial differential equations resulting from using the 
constitutive rela tionships in the energy Eq. (6) involve (at least) 
the second spatial deri vative o f ff. thus. one usually requi res the 
temperature to be continuous in non-adiabatic proce se : [[fJ]) =O 
on S , . Thus in both the adiabatic and non-adiabatic case one has 
[ [ fJ]] q = 0 on S, and therefore necessarily 
( q · n> [[~]] = o and ( ( ~) - ( ~) ) [[ q · n]] = O. ( 15) 
In view o f this and ( I 0), we can write r , as 
-I [[pe)]- ( u )· [[F]] -( fJ) [[p 77]] 
f ,- s, ( fJ) V11 c/A. ( 16) 
or in terms of the Helmholtz free-energy ijJ=e- 71(} as 
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Characterizing Damping and 
Restitution in Compliant Impacts r =I [ [ p l/l]]-( u )-[[F]]+ ( p77) [[fJ]] v dA 
l 5, ( fJ) II • < 17l via Modified K-V and Higher-Order 
Linear Viscoelastic Models 
4 Driving Traction 
The rate o f entropy production due to the propagating interface 
can be wriuen a E. A. Butcher 
I JV" f s= ( fJ) dA 
Assoc. Mem. ASME, Department 
( 18) of Mechanical Engineering, 
where 
s, 
f = [[pl/I]] -( J ) · [[F]] + ( p 77) [[ fJ]] 
= [ [pe ]]- ( u ) · [[F]]- ( fJ)[[p 77]) ( 19) 
is called the driving traction or Eshelby force. The second law of 
thermodynamic requires that f V11 ";3 Q on S, which specifies the 
direction in which the interface is permilled to move. This result is 
valid for any continuum undergoing an arbitrary the rmomechani-
cal process which may or may not be adiabatic. If the process is 
adiabatic , ( 19) and (10) yield f= - ( fJ)[ [ p 77]]. If it i not adia-
batic. (19) specialize to f=[[ pijJ]]- ( u )-[[F]]. 
1'1 the special case of a thermoelastic material o ne has 
ifJ= l/J(F.fJ) and the stress and entropy are given by the constitutive 
re lationships u = P~r , 71= - ~8 . Equivalently one has e=i<F, 17) 
with the stre s and te mperature given by u = per , fJ = e ~ . Thus 
for a thermoelastic material ( 19) can be written as 
f = [[p~ ]]- (P~r) · [[F] ] - (p i/!u)[[ fJ]] 
= [[pe] ] - (p e r) · [[ FJ]- (pe ~)[[ 77] ] (20) 
which is reminiscent of the Legendre transforms of p efi,F .fJ) and 
pe<F. 71). 
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Introduction 
Time-domain models for compliant impacts have been widely 
used to model collision dynamics as finite-time events. The most 
common way to account for energy dissipation in the compliant 
impac t model has been via the standard Kelvin-Voigt (K-V) vis-
coelastic model 
F(r)=kx + c.i ( I ) 
in which the resulting equation o f motion assumes the familia r 
linear form 
.\'+2,w,,.i+w~x=O (2) 
from vibration theory where wn= JJm and '=c/(2 , ,.fm). The 
initia l condition .r(O) = 0 and .i(O) = v0 yie ld the solution 
(3) 
where wd= w,, ,JI - , _. If the impact duration is assumed to be a 
half-period of vibration associated with the damped frequency. 
then the exact restitution coefficient is obtained easily in terms of 
the dimensionless damping ratio as 
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